16 January 2019
ALE PERFORMS NORTH AMERICA’S BIGGEST LAND LIFT WITH HEAVYLIFT CRANE

ALE has performed one of North America’s heaviest crane lifts using a land based heavylift
crane, lifting the 3179.5 US t (2,884.4 metric tonnes) MRU module, for an oil and gas project
in Texas, USA.
The unrivalled 354,000te/m load moment and long outreach of the world’s largest capacity
land based crane, the AL.SK350, enabled the global heavylifting specialists to lift the second
of three modules on top of the offshore topside.
The three modules, weighing a combined total up to 6,614t (7,290 US t with block and tackle
included), are being lifted using ALE’s unique AL.SK350 crane for the project in Ingleside.
As the crane can lift from one position, this is the ideal solution for working in the congested
site and significant time is saved by not needing to relocate the crane for every lift, as would
have been the case with other ring cranes.
The AL.SK350 has been rigged with a 124m (406ft) main boom, and 49m (160ft) ballast
radius, along with a heavy winch system and 4,000t (4,409 US t) ballast.
The second lift, involving the MRU module, took place in January and weighed a combined
total of 2,884.4t (3179.5 US t with block and tackle included). For this, the installation
outreach ranged from 31.4m to 29.9m (103ft to 98ft).
“The second successful lift proves the tried-and-tested capabilities of the AL.SK350 crane
and its unique ability to lift this weight at such a long outreach within a congested site. The
team and myself are very proud to be involved in such a landmark project and be the first to
achieve such a heavy lift using this type of crane in the USA,” explained Ronnie Adams –
Senior Project Manager.

In order to avoid delays to the overall offshore topside, these lifts will act as a trial to ensure
they fit and the topside is pre-commissioned when installed with a new heavylift vessel off
the coast of Israel.
The final of the three modules is expected to be lifted in February, with the removal of the
three modules in the second quarter of 2019.
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Images 1 and 2: ALE lifting the MRU module using the AL.SK350 crane.
Notes to editors:
ALE delivers a highly tailored, end-to-end service covering every aspect of the handling,
transportation and installation of heavy, indivisible loads, including lifting, transporting,
installing, ballasting, jacking and weighing.
ALE provides strategic heavy-lift services to a wide range of sectors, including civil, oil and
gas, energy, nuclear, offshore, renewables, petrochemical, ports, marine, minerals and
metals and mining.
ALE has a presence in 40 countries worldwide. It is fully compliant with international
standards of safety and excellence, including Quality standard ISO 9001:2015,
Environmental standard ISO 14001:2015, and Health and Safety Standard OHSAS
18001:2007.
The AL.SK350 crane was launched in 2013 with a lifting capacity of 5,000t (metric) and a
load moment of 354,000 tm (metric). The AL.SK cranes are also available in AL.SK190 and
AL.SK700 configurations, achieving capacities up to 4,300t (metric) and 10,000t (metric)
respectively. Furthermore, the cranes can be equipped with a 3,400t (metric) capacity heavy
duty jib. Further information can be found on the ALE website at www.ale-heavylift.com.

